
Consultation Feedback on Module Requirement 

Soil Management 

General comments on module 

• By separating nutrient management from soil management, you are assuming that good soil 
management does not require fertilizer and that even fertilizer=bad. A good nutrient management 
plan based on soil analysis should be the base for the soil health plan. THESE NEED TO BE 
COMBINED. 

• Will there be opportunities for "exemptions" for certain requirements that are not commonly 
practiced in certain areas? (i.e. crop residue burning not practices in Ontario). 

• Healthy soil = healthy farm operation.     

• Requirements, if necessary, should always be presented as "If applicable and consistent with the 
viability of the farm". 

   
Requirement 1 : Minimize tillage frequency and intensity (e.g. depth, speed). 

ORG Agree Disagree Need Editing Doesn’t Apply 

to Me 

Avg Level of 

Change Reqd 

(scale 1-5) 

Team Canola 21% 30% 49% 0% 2.4 

GFO 0% 0% 100% 0% 3.0 

MB Crop 

Alliance 

50% 6% 44% 0% 2.3 

Ontario CCA 67% 0% 33% 0% 4.0 

Western Cdn 

Wheat 

Growers 

6% 83% 0% 17% 2.6 

Pulse Canada 50% 10% 40% 0% 2.3 

AB Wheat & 

Barley 

76% 14% 5% 5% 1.7 

Sask Wheat 43% 0% 57% 0% 1.6 

General 

Session Jan 7 

46% 46% 8% 0% 2.6 

KAP 0% 33% 67% 0% 2.7 

PGQ 100% 0% 0% 0% 3.0 

AGC 67% 0% 0% 33%  

General 

sessions 

Agree Too 

vague/specific/ 

technical wording 

Recommended 

Practice 

Disagree Avg. Level of 

Change (all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 30% 11% 41% 19% 5.0 

March 67% 0% 33% 0% 4.75 



Responsible 

Grain 

31% 8% 46% 15% 3.8 

Alternative wording 
 

• The general concept of reducing tillage is good but may not be suitable for all areas / soil types or 
crops. While many farmers try to adhere to this practice as often as they can there are many factors 
that go into this decision including weather, soil type, crop residue etc. Wondering if a potential 
rewording would help to highlight these variables, perhaps "When conditions are available minimize 
tillage frequency and intensity" adding 'when possible, limit ..."  

• Sounds like the requirement is that a farmer has to continually reduce tillage year after year. What 
if they are no-tilling already? Instead of “minimize”  (which means less than before) needs to be 
minimal (less than what could be worst case full out tillage). There may be other ways of saying this 
that are better. 

• “Where there are options other than tillage to incorporate material or herbicides” 

• To use the word “minimize” leaves it open to all kinds of interpretation that does not really serve 
much purpose. Should be "Whenever possible".  

• The definition is needed, like at most 2 passes of soil disturbance for seeding and fertilizer; ratio 
between boot width and spacing shall not exceed 46%. No ground disturbance between harvest and 
seeding. 
  

Tillage frequency 
 

• Tillage is a tool that has its place and can be used. It is not evil word. It has its place but must be 
used properly. What if you are an organic producer who relies on tillage. 

• When you have to incorporate different types of manure you do what is best from your operation 
e.g. pro till , injection 

• This requirement does not fit the current practice of vertical tillage. Minimum tillage can also be a 
problem when dealing with a high trash crop like corn. 

• Cannot restrict a IPM system. Every year is different for the systems that you would use. It limits the 
options to farmers. 

• There are times when stubble management may need to include some type of tillage. What about 
allowances for fire breaks, hard pan, mole hills, etc. 

• This code best leave tillage out, there is no code that can apply to location, weather, soil conditions 
and management practices.   

• You may want to provide more context for the requirement to minimize tillage frequency and speed, 
to account for the intended outcomes of tillage.  As with any practice, it should be performed with a 
particular outcome in mind rather than just because it is what we do. 
 

Tillage speed 
 

• Consideration should be given to newer high-speed discs and vertical tillage implements. They are 
designed to be run at high speeds and may still have very low disturbance. 

• More details required in the Soil disturbance, there are many pieces of equipment on the market 
now that are both fast and effective to minimize erosion. 

• We do this but it should be a recommendation. 
 



  



Requirement 2 : Establish a crop rotation that improves soil health. 

ORG Agree Disagree Need Editing Doesn’t Apply 

to Me 

Avg Level of 

Change Reqd 

(scale 1-5) 

Team Canola 29% 17% 55% 0% 2.5 

GFO 0% 0% 100% 0% 2.5 

MB Crop 

Alliance 

78% 0% 22% 0% 2.1 

Ontario CCA 100% 0% 0% 0% 2.5 

Western Cdn 

Wheat 

Growers 

17% 50% 33% 0% 2.6 

Pulse Canada 67% 22% 11% 0% 1.5 

AB Wheat & 

Barley 

48% 10% 43% 0% 2.0 

Sask Wheat 0% 0% 100% 0% 2.4 

General 

Session Jan 7 

38% 54% 8% 0% 2.8 

KAP 33% 0% 67% 0% 1.3 

PGQ 100% 0% 0% 0% 4.0 

AGC 33% 0% 33% 33%  

General 

sessions 

Agree Too 

vague/specific/ 

technical wording 

Recommended 

Practice 

Disagree Avg. Level of 

Change (all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 33% 18% 40% 10% 5.0 

March 50% 25% 25% 0% 4.75 

Responsible 

Grain 

62% 0% 23% 15% 3.8 

 
Alternative wording 
 

• “Maintain or practice a crop rotation” would be preferred wording. (Delete establish and add 
maintain. It’s softer and establishes what is already happening.) 

• Let’s talk about multi-year rotation instead year to year. 

• I would agree with this if is said something to the effect of "improves soil quality". 

• Define "soil health". Also change to "maintain or improve" 

• The wording be changed to 'doesn't damage or harm.' Expecting rotations to always improve soil 
health (however that is defined) isn't going to be realistic. 

• "Develop cropping systems that work towards soil health goals of the operation." 

• Could it be a recommendation of something like: “When planning your crop rotation consider how it 
could have an impact on various aspects of your soil such as organic matter content, soil micro-
organisms, compaction, water, nutrients, biodiversity, etc.” (list specific things farmers could 
consider don’t just say soil health).  



Other comments 
 

• Winter wheat, red clover. Cover crops follow under rotation. Diversity of crop grown and economics. 

• What is meant by crop rotation, is there a specific number of crops that should be included in the 
rotation or a specific number of years i.e. establish at minimum a 3-year crop rotation? What is 
meant by "improves soil health"? Are there specific parameters?  

• Some examples or suggestions would be helpful such as incorporating diversity such as cereal-
oilseed-legume rotation where possible.  

• What's a crop rotation that truly improves soil health? Who decides what that crop rotation is? 

• How do you measure or quantify soil health? at this time we have no accepted method of measuring 
soil health. Practices that reduce soil erosion would likely be a better recommended practice 

• Soil health isn’t quantified over 4 years, it’s more like 25- 50 years. It takes a generation of 
deliberate farm management approaches to show true, significant soil heath changes. 

• Soils differ from region to region; continual soil quality improvement is what we shoot for 

• Lots of opinions out there on what is 'right'. 
 
  



Requirement 3 : Take measures to reduce the risk of wind, water and tillage erosion on highly erodible 
land. 

ORG Agree Disagree Need Editing Doesn’t Apply 

to Me 

Avg Level of 

Change Reqd 

(scale 1-5) 

Team Canola 71% 0% 29% 0% 2.0 

GFO 50% 0% 50% 0% 2.0 

MB Crop 

Alliance 

100% 0% 0% 0% 1.8 

Ontario CCA 67% 0% 33% 0% 3.5 

Western Cdn 

Wheat 

Growers 

50% 0% 33% 17% 1.4 

Pulse Canada 67% 11% 22% 0% 1.0 

AB Wheat & 

Barley 

90% 0% 10% 0% 1.4 

Sask Wheat 100% 0% 0% 0% 1.3 

General 

Session Jan 7 

77% 8% 15% 0% 1.9 

KAP 33% 0% 67% 0% 1.3 

PGQ 100% 0% 0% 0% 4.0 

AGC 50% 0% 0% 50%  

General 

sessions 

Agree Too 

vague/specific/ 

technical wording 

Recommended 

Practice 

Disagree Avg. Level of 

Change (all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 48% 11% 36% 5% 5.0 

March 50% 25% 25% 0% 4.75 

Responsible 

Grain 

69% 0% 23% 8% 3.8 

 
Alternative wording 
 

• Preferred wording: “Takes measures to reduce erosion risk due to wind, water and tillage. 

• "tillage erosion" ? Just stick with wind and water erosion 

• I would remove the comment "on highly erodible land". This should be a practice on all land, not just 
highly erodible land 

• “Where possible maintain measures”  etc. 
 

Other comments 

 

• What’s the definition of highly erodible land? With no-till this is not an issue. 
 



 
Requirement 4 : Minimize field operations when fields are susceptible to severe compaction. 

ORG Agree Disagree Need Editing Doesn’t Apply 

to Me 

Avg Level of 

Change Reqd 

(scale 1-5) 

Team Canola 17% 43% 40% 0% 2.9 

GFO 0% 50% 50% 0% 3.0 

MB Crop 

Alliance 

78% 6% 17% 0% 2.0 

Ontario CCA 67% 0% 33% 0% 3.5 

Western Cdn 

Wheat 

Growers 

0% 100% 0% 0% 2.3 

Pulse Canada 44% 44% 11% 0% 1.3 

AB Wheat & 

Barley 

38% 29% 33% 0% 2.4 

Sask Wheat 14% 14% 71% 0% 2.4 

General 

Session Jan 7 

31% 54% 15% 0% 3.0 

KAP 0% 67% 33% 0% 2.3 

PGQ 100% 0% 0% 0% 2.0 

AGC 33% 0% 33% 33%  

General 

sessions 

Agree Too 

vague/specific/ 

technical wording 

Recommended 

Practice 

Disagree Avg. Level of 

Change (all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 18% 12% 50% 18% 5.0 

March 50% 25% 25% 0% 4.75 

Responsible 

Grain 

38% 0% 31% 31% 3.8 

 
  



Alternative wording 
 

• “Timing of field operations appropriate to soil moisture conditions when fields could be susceptible 
to severe compaction (where applicable).” 

• 'When possible, use variety of measures to help decrease field compaction.' (Minimizing field 
operations is not the only way to decrease compaction.) 

• I agreed with this statement because I read it as "if susceptible to severe compaction, only do what 
is necessary to avoid as much compaction as possible" 

• "Farmers try to minimize excessive compaction whenever possible" 
 

Other comments 
 

• What is meant by minimize field operations? Does this indicate that farmers should not plant areas 
of fields that are susceptible to compaction? 

• Compaction is a management issue not a sustainability one. Also very much depends on soil type and 
moisture conditions. 

• Great recommendation but not a requirement. Most farming activities are time sensitive and can’t 
always wait for dry field conditions. 

• Sometimes weather just doesn't allow any options. Farmers should not be penalized if there are no 
options, i.e. wet fall, corn is lodging wait for winter freeze up and corn is flat and loose the crop, 
grain mould etc., etc. 

• While this is fine as a recommendation, sometimes you have absolutely no choice but to do field 
operations on saturated soil. Extremely wet harvest conditions are unavoidable when they happen. 
Some spots won't get seeded if you followed this. 

• This is subject to the field and size of compacted area, if at all it can be mitigated but there can be 
areas such as corners, triangle pieces of land or areas where the field narrows due to sloughs or 
what ever then it is a fact that compaction will continue. 

• Highly correlated with regional soil and climatic conditions, not always preventable. 

• We use CTF (controlled traffic farming)  on our farm, so we have no problem with severe compaction 
in our tramline, in fact we like to see compaction here as it will minimize fuel use and aid in 
trafficability. 

 
  



Requirement 5 : Avoid burning crop residue by using other residue management practices. 

ORG Agree Disagree Need Editing Doesn’t Apply 

to Me 

Avg Level of 

Change Reqd 

(scale 1-5) 

Team Canola 45% 5% 50% 0% 1.7 

GFO 0% 0% 50% 50% 1.0 

MB Crop 

Alliance 

50% 6% 44% 0% 1.9 

Ontario CCA 100% 0% 0% 0% 1.3 

Western Cdn 

Wheat 

Growers 

0% 67% 33% 0% 2.0 

Pulse Canada 44% 33% 11% 11% 1.0 

AB Wheat & 

Barley 

48% 5% 48% 0%  

Sask Wheat 14% 0% 86% 0% 1.7 

General 

Session Jan 7 

46% 31% 23% 0% 2.5 

KAP 33% 33% 33% 0% 1.3 

PGQ 100% 0% 0% 0% 4.0 

AGC 0% 0% 0% 100%  

General 

sessions 

Agree Too 

vague/specific/ 

technical wording 

Recommended 

Practice 

Disagree Avg. Level of 

Change (all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 43% 6% 34% 17% 5.0 

March 50% 25% 25% 0% 4.75 

Responsible 

Grain 

62% 8% 15% 15% 3.8 

 
Alternative wording 
 

• “Use residue management practices" 

• "Limit" or "Minimize" instead of "Avoid" 

• "Farmers rarely burn crop residue, sometimes it's done as a last resort" 
 
Other comments 
 

• Mother nature burnt the prairies out quite regularly before human intervention. It shouldn't be a 
common practice; however it is just one tool in the toolbox of last resort in some years. Also some 
biologists said it is one of the best ways to clear up disease and some insects. 

• Burning should only be a consideration when all other options are determined to be unrealistic. A 
tool that has to be used properly and only as a last resort. 



• Manitoba has an excellent crop residue burning program, creating awareness and leaving the tool 
available for extreme wet conditions. Also it is an accepted practice in the turf grass industry to burn 
turf grass seed residue, it impossible to seed into. 

• Some crops like hemp and flax may need to be burned in some situations. 

• Burning residue seems like an old-fashioned practice, Considering the different tools that are 
available for incorporation or residue removal like baling. However seasonal issues, our diverse 
growing areas, crops left to overwinter is a concern. Moisture issues fall and spring and the lack of a 
market for the residue can result in the need to burn and start fresh. 

• Cannot avoid with some crops. Should Canada stop growing flax because we cannot burn the straw 
that does not break down or can be chopped up by combines? 

• We do not burn crops on our farm, we have lease agreements that prohibit burning.  This is our 
standard practice.  However, the fall of 2019 led to challenges incorporating the corn residue.  The 
old timers recommended leaving it and burning the field in spring, but I tried to honour our lease 
agreements and I ended up disking the field 2-3 times in the snow, which was not effective.  I then 
disked it in spring, which again was not effective or a good practice in our heavy clay.  My landlord 
approached me and encouraged me to burn the field.  I burnt it and had to harrow it because of the 
thatch of corn stover.  I still had tremendous problems seeding this spring because the drill kept 
filling up with corn trash.  My neighbour that planned to burn his corn did 5 less tillage passes than I 
did, and his crop emerged beautifully.   
Nobody burns residue for fun or as a normal widespread practice. You do it in cases where it needs 
to be done. Sometimes residue is so thick that the only feasible method is to do selective burning, 
and this practice is far better than intensive tillage depending on the soil type. 
There are various provincial requirements surrounding burning of residues and these need to be 
followed.   

  



Consultation Feedback on Recommended Practice 

Soil Management  

• This section assumes best agronomic practices that contribute to improved revenue do not align with 
soil health - that premise is false. 

• Wording/tone.  Emphasize what is already being done. 

• Farmers have invested millions, if not billions, into changing tillage practices to reduce tillage and 
they will do more on their own if it’s financially rewarding. 

• Much too vague and simplified for the complexities of soils and crop rotation dynamics.  Crop 
rotation needs its own category.. Cover crops need their own category.. intercropping needs its own 
category.. perennials need their own category.  There is no mention of native species.  Biodiversity 
needs its own category.  These are very technical topics and can't be reduced to one sentence per 
requirement/recommendation.  Specific examples are needed for each. 

 

Recommended practice A : Use no-till and conservation tillage practices whenever possible and 
appropriate given crops grown and soil type. 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 50% 50%  0% 

Canola 83% 18%  0% 

Cargill 100% 0%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 78% 22%  0% 

Ontario CCA 100% 0%  0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

40% 60%  0% 

Pulse Canada 89% 11%  0% 

AB Wheat & Barley 100% 0%  0% 

Sask Wheat 100% 0%  0% 

General Session Jan 7 85% 15%  0% 

KAP 33% 67%  0% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 64%% 13% 23% 4.9 

March 75% 25% 0% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 77% 0% 23% 4.4 

 

Comments 
 

• In general, reducing tillage WHERE POSSIBLE as a goal is not a bad thing but wording should reflect 
the ability to till when/where needed. 



• If you include this as a recommendation, I would stop the sentence after the word appropriate. 

• This recommendation does have some qualifiers included but there are still situations including IPM 
strategies, excess moisture and organic farming where tillage may be the best practice. 

• This sounds good in theory but depends on soil type and moisture content. We would love to do zero 
till but our heavy clay soils just won't allow it, and our growing seasons seem to tend towards excess 
moisture rather than dry.  

• Tillage is needed when conditions call for it. Some new European style drills are tillage for weed 
control and are getting good yields. Glyphosate has limits and is quickly becoming ineffective. Tillage 
can not be ruled out. 

• Only crop up North really needing tillage is Soybeans ( warm ground to enable early planting). 

• Tillage is not inherently bad. 

• I agree with the following if they would include this statement. “The minimizing of tillage on my farm 
has a direct correlation to higher use of weed herbicides.” I think somewhere in this module and the 
module dealing with chemicals they should acknowledge this fact. 

 

Recommended practice B : If available, apply livestock manure, compost, or other organic materials. 
Apply to areas that most need it (e.g. hilltop). 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 50% 50%  0% 

Canola 80% 20%  0% 

Cargill 100% 0%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 72% 11%  17% 

Ontario CCA 100% 0%  0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

20% 40%  40% 

Pulse Canada 89% 11%  0% 

AB Wheat & Barley 71% 10%  19% 

Sask Wheat 86% 14%  0% 

General Session Jan 7 91% 0%  9% 

KAP 67% 33%  0% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 47% 23% 30% 4.9 

March 50% 50% 0% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 62% 0% 38% 4.4 

 
Comments 

 

• “Utilize” instead of “apply”. Capturing the value of manure when/if available. 



• What about water management/nutrient management? Is this a redundancy to some of the 
requirements and recommendations in the other modules. What happens if I answer differently to 
those questions? 

• "consider using" 

• I would probably make it more general by adding 'If available and works with your soil management 

plan, apply.....' 

• “Most need it” is quite a subjective statement, then followed up with a specific example of hill tops. 
Not all hill tops should have huge amounts of manure applied. Wording might need a change to 
incorporate BMP or 4R reference. 

• Hilltops aren’t the best place to overload nutrients. 

• Do you mean for soil reclamation? Saline area management? This needs to be more specific... 

• In certain parts of the country as much as 30% of the dirt is cover with some form of manure 
annually. Across the Prairies, on average only 3% of the dirt sees manure annually. So, this is a lofty 
goal, but when possible is a great asset. 

• Agree but in some regions organic amendments are difficult to obtain. 

• Those of us that have it, do. Those that don't, don't. What is the value of having this statement in the 

code? 

• I would add that I would not apply manure on land if I have to acquire it from a feedlot because of 
the worry of introduction of weeds. 

 
Recommended practice C : Use as much diversity as possible in the cropping plan. This can Include 
annual crops, perennial crops, cover crops, forages and fall planted crops. 

ORG Agree Disagree Need Editing Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 100% 0% 0% 0% 

Canola 68% 32% 0% 0% 

Cargill 100% 0% 0% 0% 

MB Crop Alliance 100% 0% 0% 0% 

Ontario CCA 100% 0% 0% 0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

20% 80% 0% 0% 

Pulse Canada 67% 33% 0% 0% 

AB Wheat & Barley 76% 24% 0% 0% 

Sask Wheat 100% 0% 0% 0% 

General Session Jan 7 69% 31% 0% 0% 

KAP 67% 33% 0% 0% 

PGQ 100% 0% 0% 0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 45% 18% 37% 4.9 

March 75% 25% 0% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 46% 16% 38% 4.4 

 



Comments 
 

• “Use as much diversity as possible while maintaining a profitable cropping plan”. 

• Economic diversity? I am all for crop rotation, etc. - but why is there never a balance between the 
purist "soil health" and economic reality? As said multiple times, crop rotation is more than an 
agronomic decision. 

• Very little consideration is given to economics with this crop rotation recommendation. Not all 
producers can make use of cover crops, perennial or forage crops. Might confuse non producers on 
why farmers don't grow these crops if they read the code of practice. 

• Diversity is fine but realistic cropping options in most areas are much more limited than implied by 
this recommendation. 

• I don't like terms such as 'maximize diversity' as I don't believe maximizing diversity is in the 
economic interests of my farm.  Moderate levels of diversity make more sense. 

• This doesn't fit well with western Canada.  Cover crops are not practical in a dry short season area.  
We don't have enough growing season/rain to make this work on any reasonable level. A diverse mix 
of annual crops is about the best we can hope for. 

• This should not be in the code as it is very farm/farmer specific. Including it allows for a negative 
judgement of those in areas with greater ability to do this vs limited areas. It ignores the difference 
in cover crops in climates where something can grow year-round vs a cover crop planted in western 
Canada after an October harvest. 

• I like it in theory but "as much as possible" is an open ended and ultimately unachievable goal. We 
should want these to be a bit of stretch, but doable. 

• I’ve seen benefits to cover crops on my farm but have been able to incorporate them into the silage 
forage in our rotation. I'm not discounting them but I'm not sure a broad-brush statement here is 
required.  

• It would be good if more research would go towards the practice of intercropping forages with cash 
crops. That way the forages would help provide the soil with the many benefits of cover cropping 
without having to take the land out of cash cropping for a year. This would be something the big acre 
growers could get behind. 

• Livestock need to be reincorporated into straight grain operations to improve soil health. Working 
with cattle operations will allow grain operations to generate a larger impact from the use of cover 
crops both financially and in terms of soil health. 

 

  



Recommended practice D : Minimize travel speed of field operations that disturb the soil. 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 0% 50%  50% 

Canola 35% 65%  0% 

Cargill 50% 50%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 50% 50%  0% 

Ontario CCA 0% 100%  0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

0% 100%  0% 

Pulse Canada 33% 67%  0% 

AB Wheat & Barley 17% 78%  6% 

Sask Wheat 71% 29%  0% 

General Session Jan 7 42% 58%  0% 

KAP 0% 100%  0% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 25% 20% 55% 4.9 

March 50% 25% 25% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 54% 23% 23 4.4 

 

Comments 
 

• Not necessarily. If it's dry/fit using a true vertical till implement requires a minimum ground speed to 
accomplish vertical micro-fracturing of compaction layers. Slowing down turns that pass into 
recreational tillage for the most part. To me this recommendation is asking us to understand what 
we are trying to accomplish with the trip through the field. Minimizing ground speed on its own isn't 
necessarily a good recommendation. Tough to capture nuance in a single sentence. 

• This is more of an extension of the first question, minimizing the destructiveness of tillage 
operations. 

• I am wondering what the objective of this recommended practice is. Many minimal tillage 
applications are most effective while operating at a higher speed. Conflicts with how manufacturers 
recommend using vertical tillage machinery. 

• ? speed travel ? for what? what part of a grain farms operation? seeding? most direct seeding is 
done at lower speeds - i.e. less than 5 mph but other operations such as trash management is done 
at higher speeds such as heavy harrowing so what is the intent of this question? 

• It should say use speed appropriate for the field operation. Seeding speed will be much different then 
the speed used in harrowing or doing vertical tillage. 

• Some tillage operations require high speed for effective incorporation of residue so should be 

changed to the minimum required travel speed depending on the tillage and/or quantity of residue. 



• There are tillage tools specifically designed for high-speed operations, even in a min till scenario. This 
statement would confuse some farmers and a lot, if not all, non farmers and most policy makers. It 
would lead to a lot of confusion. 

• What does speed have to do with responsible production? Ontario sees this not applicable to our 
production system. More details are needed to fully understand the scope of the question. 

• Travel speed is irrelevant. It is all about the amount of soil movement. A single coulter high speed 
disc at 8 mph may actually disturb the soil much less than a deep cone disc at 2 mph. 

• I'll be the dissenter here. The goal here is to recommend good practices for soil management. 
Scientific research indicates increased speed almost always increases damage to soil structure. Since 
this is a recommended section, recommendations should be given based on what’s best overall. 
Recognizing there will be times where a tough decision needs to be made between time available 
and what’s best for our soil. 
 

Recommended practice E : Protect the soil surface from water and wind erosion by planting cover 

crops, retaining crop residues and increasing soil organic matter. 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 100% 0%  0% 

Canola 63% 38%  0% 

Cargill 100% 0%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 100% 0%  0% 

Ontario CCA 100% 0%  0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

20% 80%  0% 

Pulse Canada 100% 0%  0% 

AB Wheat & Barley 50% 50%  0% 

Sask Wheat 57% 29%  14% 

General Session Jan 7 50% 50%  0% 

KAP 33% 67%  0% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 44% 21% 35% 4.9 

March 75% 25% 0% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 69% 8% 23% 4.4 

 

Comments 
 

• Again instead of recommended practice say: "Farmers use various innovative ways to protect the soil 
surface from wind and water erosion". 

•  Perhaps the wording should be adjusted to "Protect the soil surface from water and wind erosion by 
using management practices such as planting cover crops, retaining crop residues and increasing soil 



organic matter." Something to build in some flexibility to recognize that not every management 
practice will work across Canada. 

• “Protect the surface from erosion” period. Regional solutions to this cannot be applied with a 
blanket. 

• Practice should identify some soils are more prone to erosion then others and these practices should 
be employed when required. 

• "Consider a cover crop" is the most that should be said given late harvests or dry conditions. In dry 
areas, saving moisture with crop trash is very important in drought conditions but adding in a cover 
crop which uses up what little moisture there is could be the kiss of death. 

• I think listing those as options would be better than listing all with the word "and". The wording 
seems to suggest all 3 are needed to accomplish the goal. Think cover crops are the latest fad in ag 
right now. Not sure we want to have that listed as a "must" to be able to achieve the goal. 

• Just putting cover crops at the end of the list would make this more palatable. There's really a long 
list of options if you got into it. Shelterbelts, grassed water runs etc. Should say “consider options 
such as...” 

• Maybe start this recommendation with "Whenever possible --- " 

• Once again, blanket statements. Standing stubble works, cover crops work, non-tilled soils work. The 
Environmental Farm Plans of 20 years ago were able to focus on the "at risk soils", why is this so 
broad? 

• Good recommendation for at risk soils, but this is not a suitable recommendation if applied to all 
soils in Canada. 

• Seems straightforward, however duplication with other questions on soil health. 

• Emphasis should be placed on erodible soils, hillsides and other areas of erosion concern. 
 
  



Recommended practice F : Maintain or enhance non-crop land in and around the farm to limit wind and 
water erosion (e.g. windbreaks, vegetated buffer zones). 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 0% 100%  0% 

Canola 71% 29%  0% 

Cargill 100% 0%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 100% 0%  0% 

Ontario CCA 100% 0%  0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

40% 60%  0% 

Pulse Canada 67% 33%  0% 

AB Wheat & Barley 35% 60%  5% 

Sask Wheat 14% 86%  0% 

General Session Jan 7 50% 50%  0% 

KAP 33% 67%  0% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 39% 16% 44% 4.9 

March 75% 25% 0% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 54% 16% 30% 4.4 

 
Comments 
 

• Similar questions were asked in the land user/biodiversity module.This to some degree is a 
management decision and varies so much with farm location I question it being part of the code of 
practice. 

• This is an example of providing a public good, but being asked to foot the entire bill. There are 
benefits to the farm to be sure, but there are larger social and environmental benefits as well. These 
should be supported through cost-share programs that aren't capped. 

• Great concept, one which would be bolstered by robust programs like shelterbelt programs. 

• There was a shelterbelt program in Saskatchewan that is no longer running because of conservation 
ag practices being widely adopted. That old fence line may not need to be in the middle of my field 
anymore. 

• If windbreaks means shelter belts, they have outlived their usefulness. 

• Devil in the details on what maintain/enhance means? Tillage or burning might be required when 
dealing with foxtail infested grasses draws, or dead shelterbelts, etc. Both tillage and burning were 
mentioned as negatives in requirements section. 

• This is fine if the farmer intends to keep it as non crop land. It could be converted to crop land with 
retained crop residue and also be effective at preventing erosion. 

• No maintenance needed on non-crop land. 



• Water erosion control is best done with rip wrap or tile to slow the velocity. Grassed buffer strips only 
serve to add phosphorus pollution to our rivers. 

• Re maintaining windbreaks: While we have been doing this and doubling the width of many 
windbreaks on our fence lines to ensure they can "self sustain", this comes at a substantial cost. The 
more grassed areas there are adjoining cultivated land, the more ergot there is in our wheat, and 
since ergot is toxic, it can result in severe downgrading of our crop.   Any crop grown close to our 
windbreaks yields very poorly because of lack of sun, and moisture and nutrient usage by the trees.   
The grain near the windbreaks is always MUCH  wetter than the balance of the field; the result is 
that the grain from the whole field may need to be dried.  Having windbreaks makes for MUCH more 
turning with equipment, which uses more fuel, causes compaction, wastes nutrients, and makes each 
field operation more time consuming and inefficient.  For those of us practicing no-till, I am not sure 
that there is much prevention of wind or water erosion by having windbreaks, except possibly on 
high ground or light soil.   

 

Recommended practice G : Adopt measures to limit soil compaction. Use proper wheel pressure and 
axle load and/or controlled traffic patterns. Check soil moisture content before beginning field 
operations. 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 100% 0%  0% 

Canola 44% 56%  0% 

Cargill 100% 0%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 94% 6%  0% 

Ontario CCA 100% 0%  0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

0% 100%  0% 

Pulse Canada 78% 22%  0% 

AB Wheat & Barley 30% 70%  0% 

Sask Wheat 86% 14%  0% 

General Session Jan 7 42% 58%  0% 

KAP 33% 67%  0% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 35% 22% 43% 4.9 

March 75% 0% 25% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 38% 15% 46% 4.4 

 

  



Comments 
 

• Should have ended with the first sentence. The rest should be discarded. 

• It should have been worded like this: "farmers utilize many measures to minimize soil compaction, 
utilizing tracks, wide tires with low inflation pressure, CTF (Controlled Traffic Farming)  etc." 

• Need to work on wording.. Consider measures to limit soil compaction SUCH AS... 

• Compaction is the farm managers choice and will have to deal with it down the road. 

• Sometimes you have to perform field operations when soil moisture is at the wrong level. I don't 
know any farmer that doesn't check soil moisture before field operations. It is an unnecessary 
comment.  

• All well and good but waiting could mean it just gets wetter.  

• I agree with some of this recommendation but it is difficult to follow practice because so many 
activities are time sensitive - spraying and harvesting for example.  

• I was recently at a soil compaction seminar. Often the best time to do a field operation is the worst 
time for compaction. This recommendation is unworkable. 

• We have set dates for crop insurance that have to be met for coverage. 

• I do see compaction on a lot of farmers fields for years after a wet harvest. It shows up even more in 
drier years. This is sometimes unavoidable though. 

• I'm not a fan of the idea of traffic patterns:  too restrictive. 

• Any pass that has an axle load over 10t should be looking at using a controlled traffic system. 

• Proper tire inflation and loads are one thing, controlled traffic is entirely different. Not many farms 
are set up for this and the cost to change equipment would be huge. Farms I know that have started 
using controlled traffic have planned ahead for a decade to get their farm fleet ready. 

• With the newer and bigger and heavier equipment today it would be nice to have tracked or bigger 
tires but not everyone can afford them. 

• CTF not possible on my rolling, sloughy land.  
 

  



Recommended practice H : Grow saline tolerant crops or perennial vegetation in discharge and 
recharge areas. 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO N/A N/A  N/A 

Canola 39% 54%  7% 

Cargill 100% 0%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 88% 0%  12% 

Ontario CCA 67% 0%  33% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

20% 40%  40% 

Pulse Canada 33% 44%  22% 

AB Wheat & Barley 55% 15%  30% 

Sask Wheat 100% 0%  0% 

General Session Jan 7 75% 17%  8% 

KAP 0% 0%  100% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 37% 20% 43% 4.9 

March 75% 25% 0% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 33% 67% 33% 4.4 

 

Comments 
 

• Figure out what the real problem is first. 9/10 it is poor water management. 

• Fixing the issue with drainage tile is preferable. Intercept the problem. Planting vegetation is a last 
resort. That's giving up and retreating. 

• Mild salinity could still be economic and productive under regular cropping.  Where is the line 
drawn?  What happens if the recharge area is on a neighbour’s land? 

• Works where practical. Putting 60 ft air seeders to go strip till discharge and recharge areas will drive 
down more good crop than the saline areas will support. 

• A policy needs to be in place to allow for soil improvement via tile drainage, and discharge areas. 

• Sound like more of a western type of recommendation due to the comment on saline, will there be 
some identification to growers in different regions if it doesn't apply to them? IE do what is best for 
your farm not for a farm some where else. 

• Salinization is generally only an issue in semi-arid conditions, so this recommendation should have 
some context added. 

• In many parts of the country these areas are tiled and this issue just goes away during wetter periods 
every year. We need to be able to manage our land, and if society wants to maintain wetlands then 
they must step up to the bar with their wallets and put their money where their mouth is. 

• This all depends on the size of the area. Years of dry weather substantially reduces salinity problems 
and years of wet weather creates problems. Tile drainage makes sense depending on the size of 



project. I spend my life going around bush and potholes so not a big fan of creating more areas to go 
around. 

• We have seen the opposite. Wet years can reduce the amount of drying which leaves salts behind. 
Dry years have high evaporation and the salinity areas can increase in size. We've had great results 
taking permanently saline areas out of production with salt tolerant grasses. We've seeded over 100 
ac of saline areas down to grass with no plan to crop them again. 

 

Recommended practice I : Do not burn crop residue. 

ORG Agree Disagree  Doesn’t Apply to 

Me 

GFO 100% 0%  0% 

Canola 56% 44%  0% 

Cargill 100% 0%  0% 

MB Crop Alliance 29% 71%  0% 

Ontario CCA 100% 0%  0% 

Western Cdn Wheat 

Growers 

0% 100%  0% 

Pulse Canada 33% 56%  11% 

AB Wheat & Barley 35% 55%  10% 

Sask Wheat 14% 86%  0% 

General Session Jan 7 50% 50%  0% 

KAP 0% 100%  0% 

PGQ 100% 0%  0% 

General sessions Agree Too vague/specific/ 

technical wording 
Disagree Avg. Level of Change 

(all)  

Scale 1-10 

Feb 41% 16% 44% 4.9 

March 50% 50% 0% 3.5 

Responsible Grain 62% 16% 22% 4.4 

 

Comments 
 

• Why have a similar but reworded ask in Recommendations and Requirements?  

• Once as “Avoid burning” in a recommendation is enough 

• Provide science and resources on best way to manage extra straw. Is it better to till in deep, till 
shallow, harrow a couple times, bale and remove the straw? or is it better to burn? This statement 
needs to be backed up. 

• Sometimes it is necessary to burn crop residues when manageability is not possible or no market is 
available for crop residue (flax straw). 

• I think recommending one to "strive to avoid burning crop residue" would be better. If there is a bad 
(e.g. wet) year and a crop like flax could not be baled, then it may be a situation where burning may 
need to be considered to get the field ready for the next crop. 



• I agree in principle but not as a blanket statement, as there are instances when you need to burn 

some crop residue. Making a statement like this could lead to policy that eliminates crop residue 

burning and therefore removing one of the tools used by farmers. 

• There will be times that you need to burn. That is the last resort and people don't do it just because 
they have a preference to burning. 

• As a general practice it is rarely done, but there are times when it needs to happen, and then it needs 
to be able to happen. 

• Most know the value of residue for nutrients and erosion prevention, but situations arise when 
burning is the best decision. Not acceptable as a blanket statement. 

• Practice sentence needs some sort of phrase about circumstances that make it the only option to 
farm that land that year. 

• Its important to remember this is a recommendation, not a requirement of the program. Something 
to aspire to. 

• People may have to burn residue sometimes but I feel that it is a valid recommendation not a 
requirement. 

• In a long term no-till soil, with a stripper header for harvest, I leave all flax crop residues standing 
and seed through them the next spring, even on irrigation. 2 years later you can hardly tell you grew 
flax. 

 

 


